




• The first group of Pigment was founded in 2010 as the cultural 
association "V-Roots", with the aim of encouraging the meeting 
between the city of Bari and the metropolitan artistic phenomena
that have emerged in the last 30-40 years.

• The goal was to present, taking as a starting point the local
reality, the phenomenon of urban art (from graffiti-writing to all
disciplines related to it) to the citizens who witness it every day, 
most often as unaware spectators, if not hostile.

• The Food Fodd, Scenario, Don't Give A Shit are some of the 
urban art events realized in the two years of activity of the 
association.

Our Story





• With "CAP 70100" we have formalized together with the 
administration of Bari a regulation that allows the expression on 
"legal" walls by writers and urban artists.

• With the growth of urban art on an international level, the work of 
art mediation and curatorship was no longer occasional.

• But like almost all activities related to culture, especially in 
Southern Italy, the problem was on the economic level, so we
started to study sustainable models for the management of the 
group.

Results and obstacles





• Following the victory of the call Principi Attivi 2012 sponsored by 
the Region of Puglia and the call Culturability 2013 sponsored by 
the Unipolis Foundation, the Association Pigment Workroom was
born from a mix of graffiti writers and art curators.

• In the moment of commercialization of street art, we wanted to 
bring back to the first place its cultural and social value, 
supporting ourselves with the production of handmade prints to be 
sold online.

• PWR's projects associate contemporary art and aesthetics with 
objectives of a social and cultural nature, promoting urban
regeneration by placing residents at the center of the processes
of decoration of neighborhoods that are not only peripheral.

• This is done through murals, events and independent publishing 
projects with artists who have the same sensitivity and respect for 
the places where they intervene.

birth of Pigment Workroom



Starting from a movie 

about the history of 

graffiti writing in Bari





- in full sharing with residents

on the goals and methods of 

executing the re-

aestheticization of their

neighborhoods

INSPIRATION: South 

American Muralism (Orozco, 

Rivera, Siqueiros), Graffiti 

Writing (U.S.A. '60-'70), 

Political writings on italian

walls from the '70, squatted

social centres (Felice 

Pignataro, Gridas)

promoting "horizontal" public art



Starting from Enziteto



• The theater of PWR first action was the San Pio neighborhood of 
Bari (ex-Enziteto), which involved five Italian street artists: 
Alberonero, Alfano, Ciredz, Geometric Bang and Tellas, in the 
week between June 9 and 15, 2014.

• It was not a simple intervention of urban redevelopment: Pigment
and the invited artists have actively involved children and youth of 
the neighborhood in their artistic activities. A graffiti course
curated by Pigment has been activated since April in the premises
of the Accademia del Cinema dei Ragazzi.

• This is the only way to make art truly "public", that is, the result of 
the mediation between the artists and the context in which they
intervene. The nature of urban art is "horizontal", it is not
something that is imposed "vertically" on a community like, for 
example, an advertising panel.

• the project has been financed entirely by PWR, independence
has allowed us to enter into a relationship of full trust with the 
residents, in strong conflict with the Municipality of Bari.





• the project was replicated in 2015 involving other city 
neighborhoods, doubling the activities with Bari's under-16s, 
again totally self-funded.

Bari Real Estate



• In addition to the redevelopment of 
places considered "ugly and 
marginal", the activities have
brought visibility to these suburbs
no longer for crime-related news, 
but for art.

• Citizens have taken advantage of 
the media wave to expose the 
problems of the neighborhoods.

• the lack of economic support from 
the administration did not allow us
to start a process of 
redevelopment that was not limited 
to murals, which is why we
decided to stop our "Real Estate".



from 2015 to 2022, we produced dozens of projects that
through public art focused on participatory processes with 
residents.

making art to make community



Fronde Project: making public art 
to imagine new spaces in the city



Asking the kids of the neighborhood to map and to 

imagine the future park



And exposing their ideas through collective wall painting



By pasting their drawings on wall



and building installations inspired by nature 



public art that overturns the concept of shame

When the theme is "horizontal"



"Black Elk" by Mario Nardulli in Serra Venerdì, Matera



Public art about migratory movements



Together with the university students



Public art 
and climate
changes

"Olio Santo" by Gola Hundun



Climate Project with Andreco

Paris 2015





Bari 2016





• We became the main association for street-art in Bari and Apulia, 
and we are particularly linked to the theme of nature and the 
environment.

• Our initiatives are always supported by local authorities and 
partners, such as the Region of Puglia, the Region of Ile de 
France, the Foundation of Matera2019, the U.S. Embassy and 
the various municipalities in which we have intervened.

• Within the Pigment Association there are heterogeneous professi
onal figures, including graphic designers, researchers and curator
s of contemporary art, experts in participatory processes and 
art teachers.

• Educating to art is one of the main activities of the Association, 
with constant teaching programs in schools in Puglia, 
and numerous collaborations with international cultural 
and recreational centers.

Evolution of Pigment Workroom



Conference about

public art and 

territories



Education and street credibility
are the keys!





Thank you!

www.pigment-wr.com info@pigment-wr.com

http://www.pigment-wr.com
mailto:info@pigment-wr.com

